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Welcome
ברוכים הבאים

Rabbi Pesach Raymon Yeshiva
From pre-nursery through eighth grade, RPRY is committed to providing a stellar foundation for 
our students’ academic success and emotional well-being.

An RPRY education is much more than absorbing facts; it’s learning to formulate questions, 
analyze and synthesize information, research and problem solve.  This ability to problem solve 
creatively in an environment of metacognitive development centers our educational model.

Our small teacher-to-student ratio, strong academic programs, and attention to each and every 
child’s success provide a springboard for academic achievement.  Our warm, nurturing environ-
ment provides stability and promotes our students’ confidence to reach their full potential.  Love 
for Torah, for the Land of Israel, and for fellow Jews permeates every part of the education.

We look forward to welcoming you and your child to the RPRY family!



The RPRY Difference

Hands on 
Learning

Love for Being 
a Jew, & for the 
Land of Israel

Comprehensive 
Support & 

Enrichment 
Services

Built in Social 
Emotional 
Learning

Small Group & 
Differentiated 

Instruction



Academic excellence at RPRY reflects our whole child approach as framed through the prism 
of metacognition. Students succeed in a self-reflective environment where academic rigor is 
bolstered through thoughtful social and emotional learning. Teachers and students set learning 
goals and plan, with teachers scaffolding student learning, to consistently provide students with 
the tools to raise their independent learning levels. RPRY students become lifelong learners.

A hallmark of an RPRY education is the centrality of questions. 
Students query; they search and they ponder. Deep thinking 
is valued across all subject areas as teachers create a warm, 
inviting and failure-safe environment for systematic instruction 
and creative problem solving.

RPRY promotes an immersive learning experience. Teachers 
craft lessons that advance skills across multiple domains. 
Through a variety of multisensory activities, students explore while expanding their cognition. 
Deliberate and systematic instruction in key foundational skills prepares students to express 
themselves with clarity and cohesion of ideas.  Small group and differentiated instruction provide 
each student with individual attention to his or her specific academic needs in order to thrive.

Academic Philosophy

Academic 
excellence at RPRY 
reflects our whole 

child approach
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Yeshiva Tiferes Naftoli

In the Spotlight - The Atlas Family

“Reuben and I both grew up in Edison, and had 
the privilege to both attend RPRY. Individually, 
we can attest to the wonderful education that 
we received, both Jewish and secular. We 
were surrounded by warm, loving friends and 
teachers.”  The couple now send their sons to 
RPRY as well, and say they are “grateful for the 
chance to provide them with a proper yeshiva 
education.”

45 
members of 
faculty have a 
master’s degree 
or higher

Over one-
third of 
students score 
in the 

90th 
percentile
or above on standardized 
testing

All faculty receive 
high level on 
and/or off site 
professional 
development

9 members of faculty 
are dedicated to support and 
enrichment services

2 Students a 
year represent 

RPRY at Chidon 
HaTanach

Over  100 
RPRY alumni are in the 
Rabbinate or work in 
Chinuch



Early Childhood Program 
RPRY’s Early Childhood Program provides a warm and nurturing foundation, 
emphasizing play-based learning and social emotional development that
prepares your child for Kindergarten and beyond.  The curriculum is centered 
around Torah and the Jewish calendar.

Pre-Nursery: 2 years old
Nursery: 3 years old
Pre-Kindergarten: 4 years old
Children must turn the listed age by December 31st of that year.

“The RPRY teachers 
care about our 

children as if they 
are their own.” 

-Bracha and Ami Avraham, 
Parents



A Broad Education
Following our whole child approach, there are many opportunities for students to thrive 
academically and emotionally at RPRY.  

Think Tank is our umbrella for all support and enrichment services.  Think Tank teachers work 
with classroom teachers, the county-provided support staff, and in our small group rooms to 
ensure each student receives the help or enrichment he or she needs.

Social Emotional Learning is integrated through an in-class emotional awareness curriculum 
called Second Step, and social skills groups.  Middle School additionally utilizes the Shomrei 
HaLashon curriculum from the Chofetz Chaim Heritage Foundation.  We also are a partner of 
the organization Hidden Sparks, which provides coaching for Jewish day school educators to 
deepen their understanding of meaningfully reaching all kinds of learners.  

In the Physical Education department, led by two certified PE teachers, students enhance their 
gross motor skills.  Gym class units teach many types of sports, include obstacle courses, and 
utilize our in-house climbing wall.  Middle school students have a full block of gym daily, lower 
school students attend four times a week, and Early Childhood classes have gym twice a week.

Weekly Art and Music classes expand student horizons.  

Chesed is a foundational middah that RPRY strives to imbue in students.  Regular chesed projects, 
such as building the Sukkah yearly at a local Bikur Cholim house,  reinforce the culture of kindness 
practiced by teachers and students alike.
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